


A future of comfort and luxury



WUJHA Real Estate Development 

offers a set of integrated real estate 
services, through which it seeks to develop 
modern residential complexes.

Through its adoption of modern and 
distinctive methods using the best 
available technology, as Wujha's team is in 
an active working state, with the aim of 

providing the best real estate and architec-
tural services.
Wujha invests in the future, and works 

services, to present projects that are 
unique to its competitors and meet the 
needs of its customers.





Our designs derive their beauty from 
modern and renewable ideas, so that 
luxury and sophistication are the title 
of all our urban projects.



Creativity and continuous develop-
ment, which is summed up in our 
research into the needs of our custom-
ers and the world around us, to come 
up with exquisite and distinctive 
unites that take our business to anoth-
er level in every project.



To make our unites suitable for most 
investment, economic and residential 
needs; We always strive to create a 
different experience in every project 
that always level up to your aspira-
tions.



OUR FEATURES

 TIME USAGE

VALUE

QUALITY





Work Environment
Wujha provides a great work environment for talented employees, and 
selects only the right partners to ensure the smoothness of its system and 
the quality of its services.
With an integrated system between project management, sales, marketing 
and management, we created a unique and comfortable working environ-
ment for our team and customers to bring out our best work.
We manage new projects and do research at the same time with open eyes, 
to come up with the highest quality results, as our team is always open to 
innovation, and strives for excellence. 

to serve you and meet your aspirations, no matter how high their ceiling, 
we will listen to you well, always and forever.



Future is Our Destination!
Over the years, architecture in Muscat has been 
developing steadily from the aesthetic point of view, 
taking with it Oman's rich history and heritage. Bringing 
with us a deep understanding of the terrain, civilization 
and history, and the blessed Omani renaissance project: 
the balance between the gains of the past and the 

on simplicity and elegance, Wujha works on many 
pioneering urban projects, to have a prominent 
contribution and touch in shaping the urban facade of the 
Sultanate; Modernity, recent and meets the growing 

aspirations of  youth and securing their residential and 
serviced future.



We focused on creating a wide range of high-quality real 
estate for living, work, fun and shopping, in addition to 
developing and managing units in Oman according to 
luxury standards and to be more suitable for the 
future.From the core of the company’s culture, we look to 
deliver Wujha’s vision to its clients; from choosing 
development partners such as architects, designers, 
suppliers and contractors to handing over the keys to our 
clients, to ensure that projects are delivered to high 
standards.

How Will Our Solutions
Improve LIFESTYLE?
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800 33 666


